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We calculate the number of metastable configurations of Ising small-world networks that are constructed
upon superimposing sparse Poisson random graphs onto a one-dimensional chain. Our solution is based on
replicated transfer-matrix techniques. We examine the denegeracy of the ground state and find a jump in the
entropy of metastable configurations exactly at the crossover between the small-world and the Poisson random
graph structures. We also examine the difference in entropy between metastable and all possible configurations,
for both ferromagnetic and bond-disordered long-range couplings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small-world systems exhibit remarkable cooperation phe-
nomena. The origins of the appellation “small world” can be
traced to the now famous experiment by the Harvard social
psychologist Stanley Milgram �1�. The outcome of this ex-
periment pointed to the fact that the structure of many real
networks is such that distant nodes can, in fact, be connected
via long-range shortcuts. This architectural property leads to
small path lengths between any pair of nodes and, thus, en-
hances information processing and cooperation.

The importance and ubiquitous nature of small-world
structures in complex networks received further attention by
the seminal paper of Watts and Strogatz �2� in which the
authors proposed the small-world structure as a way to inter-
polate between so-called regular and random networks. Sur-
prisingly, the simple small-world architecture can be found
in many different circumstances, ranging from linguistic,
epidemic, and social networks to the World Wide Web �see,
e.g., �3–6�, and references therein�. By now, a large body of
work has been devoted to the study of small-world networks,
mainly numerical �7�, with emphasis, e.g., on biophysical
�8–10� or social networks �11� and, to a lesser extent, ana-
lytical �12,13�. For recent reviews in the area of small
worlds, see, e.g., papers �14,15� or books �16–18�.

From a statistical mechanical point of view, such systems
combine two universality classes: a sparse “graph” structure,
which is superimposed on a one-dimensional “ring.” Thus,
every node on the ring has a local neighborhood and a cer-
tain number of long-range connections to distant parts of the
chain. It was shown in �13� �and also in �19� for the case of
XY spins� that this construction significantly enlarges the
region in parameter space where ferromagnetism occurs. In
particular, it was shown that the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic
transition always occurs at a finite temperature for any value
of the average long-range connectivity �however small�. On
a technical level, in evaluating the relevant disorder-averaged
free energy, one is immediately confronted with the problem
of diagonalizing a 2n�2n transfer matrix, where n represents
the replica dimension. Although, for an infinite system size,

obtaining only the largest eigenvalue suffices for the evalua-
tion of the free energy, one can, in principle, follow the sys-
tematic analysis of �20� to derive the entire spectrum of ei-
genvalues and thus evaluate, e.g., correlation functions.

Several important issues remain to be understood for
small-world systems. In this paper, we evaluate the number
of metastable configurations or, more precisely, the number
of equilibrium configurations in which spins align to their
local fields. With this definition, the energy of the system in
a metastable state cannot be decreased by flipping a single
spin. Such configurations can be, e.g., responsible for trap-
ping the microscopic update dynamics in locally stable
states. Thus, from an experimental point of view, it is advan-
tageous to know what the relevant size in phase space occu-
pied by such states is.

The computation of the number of metastable configura-
tions is, generally, an involved problem, both analytically
and numerically. Indicatively, metastability on the one-
dimensional Ising model with Kawasaki dynamics was stud-
ied in �21�. On the other hand, on sparse random graph struc-
tures without the superimposed ring, the evaluation of the
number of metastable configurations, or the so-called con-
figurational entropy, has only recently taken off �22–24�, fol-
lowing the course of the relevant analytic techniques �as,
e.g., in �25–27��. In particular, using the replica method, the
solution of the ferromagnetic Poisson graph has been studied
in �22�, whereas with the cavity method the authors of �23�
examined the bond-disordered Bethe lattice. These results
agree well with results of numerical enumerations �28,29�
and also serve as good limiting tests of our findings.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
define the small-world model. In Sec. III, we express the
generating function of the system as a saddle-point problem,
which we then evaluate in Sec. IV using replicated transfer
matrix techniques and within the replica symmetric approxi-
mation. In Sec. V, we present our results, and finally, we
present some concluding remarks in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL

Our model describes a system of N Ising spins �
= ��1 ,… ,�N�, with �i� �−1,1�, arranged on a one-
dimensional lattice. There are two different couplings in this*Electronic address: rob.heylen@fys.kuleuven.be
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system: first, nearest-neighbor interactions of uniform
strength J0 and second, sparse long-range ones. To model the
latter, we will assign the random variable cij for every pair of
sites �i , j� representing whether a connection exists �cij =1�
or not �cij =0�. This variable will be taken for all i� j from
the distribution

Qc�cij� =
c

N
�cij,1

+ �1 −
c

N
��cij,0

, �1�

so that, on average, every site has c long-range connections.
In the small-world context, one takes c to be a small number
of order O�1� while c /N→0. The bond strength Jij of the
long-range coupling between any pair of spins �i , j� �with i
� j� will be taken from the distribution

QJ�Jij� = p�Jij,J
+ �1 − p��Jij,−J, �2�

for some J�0, so that p=1 corresponds to a model with
strictly ferromagnetic interactions. To allow for detailed bal-
ance, we will also consider the absence of self-interactions
and symmetry of the connectivity matrix, namely, cii=0, cij
=cji, and Jij =Jji. At thermal equilibrium, the above system
can be described by the Hamiltonian

H��� = −
1

2	
i

�ihi��� , �3�

with the local fields defined as

hi��� = 	
j

J0�� j,i+1 + � j,i−1� +

cij

c
Jij�� j .

We now impose the condition for metastability: in a similar
spirit as, e.g., in �30,31�, we call a configuration � meta-
stable if all spins align to their local fields, i.e.,

�
i

�„�ihi���… = 1,

where ��x�=1 for x�0 and ��x�=0 otherwise. Note that we
have taken ��0�=1, which is dictated by the underlying
physics: for spins that receive a zero local field, the energetic
cost of aligning to either of the two possible directions is
identical. A consequence of the above definition is that any
metastable configuration �MS is a local minimum of the
Hamiltonian

∀�:
1

2	
i

�i
MS − 	i = 1 ⇒ H��� � H��MS� .

Since we are interested in evaluating the number of meta-
stable configurations, we will define the following generating
function:

− 
f = lim
N→�

1

N�log	
�

e−
H����
i=1

N

�„�ihi���…�
c,J

�4�

where 
 represents the inverse temperature and c= �cij� ,
J= �Jij�. As in �22,23�, the entropy density sm of the
metastable configurations can be evaluated from �4� via sm
=
�
�
f�−
f.

III. SADDLE-POINT EQUATIONS

To evaluate the disorder average in �4�, we begin by in-
voking the replica identity: �log Z�=limn→0�1/n�log�Zn�. As
the disorder variables �cij ,Jij� lie within the � function, we
insert the following unity into our expression:

1 =� �
i,�

dhi
���hi

� − hi����� , �5�

with ��= ��1
� ,… ,�N

�� and �=1,… ,n. This allows us to con-
veniently relocate cij ,Jij into exponents, where averages can
be taken more easily, namely,

− 
f = lim
N→�

lim
n→0

1

Nn
log� �dhi

�dĥi
��e−i	i,�hi

�ĥi
�

� 	
��i

��
�
i,�

�eiJ0ĥi
���i+1

� +�i−1
� �+ 1

2

�i

�hi
�
���i

�hi
���

� �ei	i,�ĥi
�	j

cij

c
Jij�j

��c,J, �6�

where �dhi
�dĥi

��=�i,��2�−1dhi
�dĥi

�. Let us concentrate on
the last line of Eq. �6�, which contains the disorder. After
symmetrizing with respect to the sites i� j, it leads for N
→� to

�ei	i,�ĥi
�	j

cij

c
Jij�j

��c,J = exp
 c

2N
	ij ��ei

J
c

	
�

�ĥi
��j

�+ĥj
��i

���J − 1�� ,

�7�

where �¯�J denotes an average over the binary random vari-
able J taken from the distribution QJ�·� �Eq. �2��. We have
used the fact that c /N→0 to recast the result of averaging
over �cij� into an exponential form. Note now that upon in-
serting the unities 1=	���,�i

and 1=	���,�j
where � ,� are

auxiliary vectors in replica space �and we have denoted �i
= ��i

1 ,… ,�i
n��, one has effectively created an order function

PJ�� ,��. As usual, it can be inserted into our generating
function via

1 =� �
��

�
J=±J

dPJ��,���
PJ��,�� −
1

N
	

i

��,�i
ei

J
c

ĥi·�� .

�8�

As in �33�, to understand the physical meaning of the
above order function �8�, one needs to add a generating term
in the replicated Hamiltonian 	�H����→	�H����
+�PJ�� ,�� and take the derivative �f /���=0 in �4�. One
then sees that on introducing the identities �5�, the order
function becomes the distribution of replicated spins with
one connection removed �equivalently, it becomes the distri-
bution of replicated “cavity” spins�.

We now aim to eliminate from our expressions the set of

fields �hi
� , ĥi

��. This can be done by replacing the � function
in �8� by its Fourier representation �for details see Appendix
I�. As an end result, we obtain an extremization problem over
the density PJ�� ,�� expressed in terms of a trace over a
transfer function, namely,
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− 
f = lim
n→0

1

n
Extr

P

−

c

2	
��

�PJ��,��PJ��,���J

+ lim
N→�

1

N
log tr�TN�P��� , �9�

where J� �−J ,J� and with the abbreviation tr�TN�P��
=tr�TN�PJ , P−J��. The order functions P±J are to be evaluated
self-consistently from

PJ��,�� �
1

N
	
j=1

N

	
�1¯�N

��j,�
F�j−1,�j,�j+1

�J�

��P,�,���
i�j

T�i−1,�i,�i+1
�P� . �10�

We have absorbed the normalization constant
	��i

���iT�i−1,�i,�i+1
�P� in the proportionality symbol. The

traces in �9� and �10� involve correlations between next-
nearest neighbors and can be evaluated in a spirit similar to
the transfer-matrix technique. The relevant tensor is defined
over a 2n�2n�2n space with elements

T�i−1,�i,�i+1
�P� = 	

��0

e−cc�

�! 	
�1¯��

�
 �
���

PJ�
���,�i���

�

Ri
�� 	

���

J�	�
���

J1¯J�

, �11�

with the convention that the �=0 term of Eq. �11� equals e−c��Ri
��0�. The quantity F that specifies our order function is

F�i−1,�i,�i+1

�J� �P,�,�� = 	
��0

e−cc�

�! 	
�1¯��

�
 �
���

PJ�
���,����

�

Ri
�� 	

���

J�	�
� + J	���

J1¯J�

. �12�

We have used the abbreviation

Ri
��x� = e�1/2�
�i

��J0��i+1
� +�i−1

� �+�x/c���
�i
��J0��i+1

� + �i−1
� � +

x

c
�� . �13�

Note that because of our symmetrization with respect to site indices in �7�, we have ended up with a symmetric quantity,
namely, TLxi

=Txi
, where L is the 3�3 matrix L�k=��+k,4 and xi= ��i−1 ,�i ,�i+1�.

The structure of the function Ri
��x� indicates that the input x is related to the long-range field received by a site i. The

tensors T and F differ only in their input to this function. Since this is proportional to ±J /c, we understand that it is related to
the “effective” �or “cavity”� and true local field, respectively.

IV. REPLICATED TRANSFER-MATRIX ANALYSIS

To interpret the spin summations as matrix multiplications in Eqs. �9� and �10�, we need to transform our variables such that
the traces in these equations involve only nearest-neighbor correlations. This can be done in several ways. For instance, let us
introduce the auxiliary spins

si
� � �si

�,1,si
�,2� = ��i

�,�i+1
� � . �14�

To suppress the replica index above, we will occasionally use the more compact notation si= �si
�1� ,si

�2��= ��i ,�i+1� with vectors
now defined in replica space. With the above, we can now transform T�i−1,�i,�i+1

into Tsi−1,si
and, in particular,

Tsi−1,si
�P� = �si−1

�2� ,si
�1� 	

��0

e−cc�

�! 	
�1¯��

�
 �
���

PJ�
���,e · si���

�

R̂i
�� 	

���

J�	�
���

J1¯J�

, �15�

with e= �1,0�. Similarly for F,

Fsi−1,si

�J� �P,�,�� = �si−1
�2� ,si

�1� 	
��0

e−cc�

�! 	
�1¯��

�
 �
���

PJ�
���,����

�

R̂i
�� 	

���

J�	�
� + J	���

J1¯J�

.
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The Kronecker � on the right-hand side of the above expres-
sions impose the transformation �14�. Similarly to Eq. �13�,
we now have

R̂i
��x� = e�1/2�
si

�·�J0si−1
� +�x/c�e��
si

� · �J0si−1
� +

x

c
e�� .

This transfer matrix is also symmetric. In particular, it obeys

TL̂yi
=Tyi

, where L̂ is the 4�4 matrix L̂�k=��+k,5 �the so-
called Dirac matrix E11� and yi= �si ,si+1�. With the above
definitions, we can now write the self-consistent equation
�10� in a transparent way

PJ��,�� = 	
��

tr�Q�J��P,��,�,��TN−1�P��
tr�TN�P��

, �16�

with the auxiliary matrix

Qsa,sb

�J� �P,��,�,�� � Fsa,sb

�J� �P,�,���
�sa
�1�

sa
�2� � − ���

�
�� .

�17�

To proceed with the evaluation of the traces involved in �9�
and �16�, we now aim at diagonalizing the transfer matrix T.
Our analysis, hereafter, will closely follow �13�. To this end,
let us consider the eigenvector equation corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue �0�n�, namely,

	
s�

Tss��P�u�s�� = �0�n�u�s� . �18�

Note that we have only defined a “right” eigenvector. It is
sufficient due the symmetry of our transfer matrix. Next,
using �17� and �18�, we can rewrite the self-consistent equa-
tion �16� in terms of u�s�

PJ��,�� =

	
��ss�

Fss�
�J��P,�,��u�s��u�s��s�1�,���s�2�,�

�0�n�	
s

u�s�u�s�
.

�19�

Equations �18� and �19� are the basis of our analysis in the
subsequent sections.

A. Replica symmetry and self-consistent equations

Since the order function P depends on n via the dimen-
sionality of its arguments, we must now make an ansatz that
will allow us eventually to take the limit n→0. The simplest
choice corresponds to considering permutation invariance of
P with respect to its replica indices. This symmetry is guar-
anteed by considering, e.g., the following form:

PJ��,�� =� dWJ�h�
e
	

�
�h1��+h2	�+h3��	��

�N�h��n , �20�

with the shorthand notation h= �h1 ,h2 ,h3�, dWJ�h�
=dh WJ�h� and N�h� ensures that �dh WJ�h�=1. We also
assume that the eigenvector u�s� takes the form

u�s� =� d��x�e
	
�

�x1s�,1+x2s�,2+x3s�,1s�,2�. �21�

With these assumptions, we can now proceed further and
rewrite the extremisation problem �9� in terms of the pair of
densities � and WJ. The starting point is Eqs. �18� and �19�,
respectively. Inserting our assumptions �20� and �21� leads
after some algebra to the following set of closed equations
for n→0:

�0�0���x�� = 	
��0

e−cc�

�! �� 
�
�=1

�

dWJ�
�h��� � d��x�

� �
i=1

3

�
xi� −
1

4

	
�	

f i��,	�G�,	�x,h����
J1¯J�

�22�

�0�0�WJ�h�� = 	
��0

e−cc�

�! �� 
�
�=1

�

dWJ�
�h��� � d��x�d��x���

i=1

3

�
hi� −
1

4

	
�	

f i��,	�H�,	
�J��x,x�,h����

J1¯J�

. �23�

In Eqs. �22� and �23�, we have used the function f i�� ,	� with

f1��,	� = �, f2��,	� = 	, f3��,	� = �	 ,

while G and H correspond to

G�,	�x,h� = log� 	
	1¯	�

	
�=±

e
�x1	+�x2+	x3�S	,�,�� 	
���

J�	���
�24�

H�,	
�J��x,x�,h� = log� 	

	1¯	�

	
�,�=±

e
�x1�+��x2+�x3��

� e
��x2�+��x1�+�x3���S�,�,�� 	
���

J�	� + J	��
�25�

and
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S�1,�2,�3
�x� = �

���

e
�h1�	�+h2��1+h3��1	�+�1/2c��1J�	��

� e�1/2�
J0�1��2+�3���J0�1��2 + �3� +
�1

c
x� .

Finally, to calculate �9�, we need to determine the largest
eigenvalue �0�n� for n→0. The starting point here is our
eigenvector equation �18�. Evaluating the traces over the spin
variables with the definitions of the transfer matrix �15� and
eigenvectors �21� leads for n→0 to

�0�n� = 1 + n� 	
��0

e−cc�

�!
� 
 �

���

dWJ�
�h���

�� d��x�
log�K�x,�h���
A�x�

� − 	
���

log N�h����
�J��

� dx���x�� � + O�n2� , �26�

so that �0�0�=1. We have defined

A�x� = 	
�,��=±

e
�x1�+x2��+x3���� �27�

K�x,�h��� = 	
	1
¯	�

	
�1,�2,�3

e
�x1�1+x2�3+x3�1�3�

� S�1,�2,�3� 	
���

J�	�� . �28�

With the expression �26�, we can now evaluate �9�

− 
f = −
c

2
�� dWJ�h�dWJ�h��log D�h,h���

J

+ � 	
��0

e−cc�

�!
� �

���

dWJ�
�h��

�
1

� dx���x��
� dx ��x�log
K�x,�h���

A�x� ��
J1¯J�

�29�

with

D�h,h�� = 	
�,��=±

e
�h1�+h2��+h3���+h1���+h2��+h3�����,

which is our final result. From this equation, we can inspect
the physical meaning of the densities WJ�h� and ��x�. The
Poisson distribution e−cc� /�! of mean c can be clearly asso-
ciated to the degree distribution of the graph. Once a degree
has been sampled from this distribution, one performs � in-
tegrals over the densities �WJ�

� and one over ��x�. Thus, we
can think of the WJ�

�h� as the distribution of “effective”
fields �or, so-called messages� coming from the long-range
connections and ��x� as those coming from the ring neigh-
borhood.

B. Benchmark tests of the theory

Given the complicated structure of our equations, we now
wish to inspect the validity of the theory against simple
benchmark tests. First, in the absence of the ring structure
and, for strictly ferromagnetic interactions, the equations
must reduce to those found in Ref. �22�. Indeed, setting into
the update functions ��24� and �25�� J0=0 and p=1, we find
that after the first iteration of �22�, the density � collapses to
��x1 ,x2 ,x3�=��x1���x2���x3�. Details of the nontrivial func-
tion � are not important for the purposes of this section.
Filling in this information in the right-hand side of �23� leads
to several simplifications as a result of which the dependence
of WJ�h� on ��x� drops out completely. The resulting closed
equation is the one found in �22�. Thus, at the level of the
self-consistent equation, the expressions reproduce the cor-
rect result. Next, we consider the free energy. Clearly, the
energetic part of �29� depends only on WJ�h� and, in the
special benchmark case, takes the same form as the energetic
term of �22�. The entropic term on the other hand, depends
explicitly on the reduced density of fields ��x�, which is
coupled to the functions A�x� and K�x ,h�, Eqs. �27� and �28�,
respectively. Here, it turns out that one can write K�x ,h�
=A�x�K̃�h�, which effectively removes A�x� and ��x� com-
pletely from �29�. The resulting expression reproduces the
free energy of �22�.

A second test of the theory is against the small-world
thermodynamic analysis of Ref. �13,32�. To map the gener-
ating function �4� to the free energy of that system, we set
��x�=1 for all x. This removes the stability condition from
our definitions. After the first iteration of �22�, we now find
that the function ��x� collapses to ��x1 ,x2 ,x3�
=��x1��̃�x2���x3− 1

2J0� and, using this to iterate �23�, we ob-
tain that W�h1 ,h2 ,h3�=w�h1���h2���h3−J /2c�. Thus, in both
cases only one of the three components is nontrivially dis-
tributed. With these relations we recover at the second itera-
tion of �22� and �23� the self-consistent equations of �32�.
Equations �22� and �23� also reduce to �29�, �30�, and �32� of
�13� if the analysis of �13� would have been based on sym-
metric transfer matrices. In this case, the final result �29�
reduces to the correct free energy.
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Finally, by inspection of the physical interpretation of
Eqs. �22�, �23�, and �29�, we can map our model onto the one
of �23�, which evaluates the number of metastable configu-
rations on a Bethe lattice. This can be done by appropriately
converting the Poisson degree distribution to a Bethe-lattice
one. We have done this test numerically, and within the lim-
its of precision, we find good agreement with the results of
�23�.

V. RESULTS

We are now interested in obtaining the energy e and en-
tropy densities s of the metastable states. These can be gen-
erated from f through simple relations, i.e., e=�
�
f� and s
=
�e− f�. To obtain these, we have solved Eqs. �22� and �23�
through “population dynamics” �25� and used simple Monte
Carlo integration recipes to evaluate �29� �typically, in ex-
ecuting population dynamics the population size has been
taken of the order of 105 and we assumed algorithmic equili-
bration after 100 steps�. Since the profiles of WJ�h� and
��x� depend on the temperature, differentiation of f with
respect to 
 will involve derivatives of both of these densi-
ties. One of these, namely, �Wf��
W�, trivially vanishes as
we are at saddle-points of the order function PJ�� ,�� and,
consequently, also of WJ�h�. The derivative ��f��
��, how-
ever, may not necessarily vanish as we have not extremized f
with respect to �. Therefore, we cannot assume that the
energy e=�
�
f� is given by a simple partial differentiation
of �29� �which indeed leads to incorrect results�. To proceed
analytically, one is required to obtain further closed relations

for �̂=�
�, which, given the complexity of the equations
involved, appears to be a hard task. Here, we have chosen to
carry out the differentiations numerically. In all cases, we
have taken the average connectivity to be c=2.

Let us now describe the results. First, we take the simplest
case where long-range interactions are of uniform strength,
i.e., p=1. Thus, the only source of disorder in the system
comes through the connectivity variables �cij�. In Fig. 1, we
plot the energy against inverse temperature for three different
values of J0 and with J=1. In each case, we compare the
energy density of the system e when we allow all configura-
tions to be visited in phase space �i.e., with ��x�=1 for all x�
against the energy em of only the metastable subset of con-
figurations �with ��x�=1 if x�0 and 0 otherwise�.

Since, by definition, metastable states are minima of the
energy landscape, we expect that em�e at any given tem-
perature �which, indeed, is verified by the numerics�. As we
increase the strength of the short-range couplings J0, the sys-
tem will typically require a higher noise level to destroy the
order. For this reason, we see that the location of the phase
transition toward low-energy values decreases with 
 as J0 is
increased. For 
→�, one can find the ground-state energy of
the system by simple inspection of the Hamiltonian �3�,
namely, egr=−J0−J /2. Furthemore, since in the regime of
low temperatures we expect the system to be in a locally
stable state, we can anticipate that e�em. These physical

arguments are in agreement with the numerical results of Fig.
1. On the other hand, for 
→0, noise dominates the micro-
scopic spin dynamics and, thus, the energy of the system e
typically averages to zero for all values of J0. We also ob-
serve that the transition to the ordered phase is less smooth
for em than for e. This effect, which has also been reported in
�22� for the special case of J0=0, is due to nonlinearities
induced by the Heaviside function.

In Fig. 2, we plot the entropy against the energy for dif-
ferent values of J0, and with p=1, J=1, c=2. The low-
energy part of the graph corresponds to regimes of low tem-
peratures. As before, we compare the entropy s that would

FIG. 1. Comparison of the energy e of a small-world system in
which spin configurations can visit all possible configurations
against the energy em of the metastable configurations, plotted as
function of the inverse temperature 
 and for J0= �0,1 ,2�. We see
that em�e and that for 
→�em�e. Parameter values: J=1, p=1,
and c=2.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the entropy s of a small-world system in
which spin configurations can visit all possible configurations
against the entropy sm of the metastable configurations, plotted
against their energy e ,em, for J0= �0,1 ,2�. For J0=0 the ground
state entropy has a finite value which vanishes as soon as J0�0.
Parameters values: J=1, p=1, and c=2.
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follow from a thermodynamic calculation in the entire con-
figuration space against the entropy sm of the metastable
states. First, we see that one always has sm�s, as one would
expect. The difference between the two entropies varies sig-
nificantly across the energy axis. For instance, for high-
energy values �where the temperature is practically infinite�,
this difference reaches its maximum value. On the other
hand, for low temperatures, both entropies reach their mini-
mum value �which, for any J0�0, is zero�. In the special
case where J0=0, the graph will typically consist of discon-
nected clusters, which causes the observed degeneracy. How-
ever, as soon as the ring connects all spins together, this
degeneracy is lost and the ground-state entropy is zero.

Let us now examine the case of bond disorder. In Fig. 3,
we present the entropies s and sm against the energy for
different values of J0 and with J=1, c=2, p=1/2. First, we
observe that the ground-state energy is significantly higher
compared to the case of p=1. This is due to the value of the
local fields, which will, on average, be smaller for p�1 than
for p=1. We also observe that the ground-state entropy can
take a nonzero finite value even at J0�0. This is due to the
presence of antiferromagnetic couplings in the system, which
increases the fraction of sites with a zero local field. How-
ever, as one increases the strength of the �ferromagnetic�
short-range couplings, this fraction of sites becomes smaller
and the degeneracy of the ground state gradually disappears.
To illustrate this effect we plot, in Fig. 4, the ground-state
entropy against the short-range coupling strength J0. We also
see a “jump” precisely at J0=0.

VI. DISCUSSION

In recent years, the theory of complex networks has wit-
nessed a remarkable growth. Within the area of complex sys-
tems, the special subset of small worlds, has aroused the
curiosity of theorists and experimentalists alike due to the
striking cooperativity phenomena that they allow. In particu-
lar, for any value of the average long-range connectivity

�however small�, small-world networks can have a phase
transition to an ordered phase at a finite temperature. Small-
world architectures have been observed in a wide range of
real complex systems.

For a theorist, several important questions arise regarding
the emergent collective properties on such systems. In this
paper, we have evaluated the number of metastable configu-
rations. In a spirit similar to �22,23,30�, the “metastability”
condition constrains the partition sum over configurations in
which spins align to their local fields. From an analytic point
of view, there are two main stumbling blocks: first, the non-
linear nature of the stability condition, and second, the di-
agonalization of the relevant transfer matrix. Our numerical
results suggest that, for low temperatures and in the case of
bond disorder, the metastable configurations tend to domi-
nate the space of equilibrium states. We also see that super-
imposing the one-dimensional “backbone” structure leads to
a significantly smaller degeneracy of the ground state
�which, in fact, vanishes for strictly ferromagnetic cou-
plings�. As function of the short-range coupling J0, there is a
jump in the ground-state entropy exactly at J0=0, which is
due to the formation of disconnected clusters within the
graph.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE SADDLE-POINT
EXPRESSION (9)

Our starting point are Eqs. �6�–�8�. We replace the � func-
tion in �8� by its integral representation, which results in

FIG. 3. We show the entropies s and sm for small worlds with
bond disorder. In this case, the degeneracy of the ground state re-
mains finite even for J0�0. Parameter values: J=1, p=1/2 and c
=2.

FIG. 4. The ground-state entropy density s0 for a small-world
system with bond disorder as a function of J0. There is a distinct
jump precisely at J0=0, while the entropy remains finite even for
J0�0. Parameter values: are J=1, p=1/2, and c=2.
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With the above, the generating function �4� can be written
as an extremization problem, namely,
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with the transfer function T̃�P̂� given by
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Variation of �A2� with respect to the function PJ gives the

relation P̂J�� ,��= icQJ�J�PJ�� ,�� for J= �−J ,J�. Using
this identity in �A2� leads to �9�.
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